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February 22, 2013
Dear Authors,
We understand your zeal to know the impact factor of the journal before you publish in it.
Since, we receive regular queries regarding Impact Factor of our journals. We are addressing
this.
We would like to share with you what is an Impact Factor.
Impact Factor is calculated by Thomson Reuter, (http://thomsonreuters.com/) for the journals
covered or indexed in their “Science Citation Index (SCI)”.
It is calculated as follows.
Impact Factor (2008)=A/B
A=Total citations in 2008 of all the articles those were published in Year 2006 and 2007
B=Total articles published in Year 2006 and 2007
For example if “Demo Journal of Science” has published 200 articles in 2006-2007 and all
these articles together were cited 300 times during 2008. So from the formula 300/200=1.5
will be impact factor for the journal “Demo Journal of Science” for the year 2008 that will be
released by the end of year 2009.
So if a journal publishes its first issue in Jan 2013, and if it is immediately indexed in SCI, its
first impact factor will appear in late 2016. That will be impact factor of 2015 based on
published articles in 2012-2013.
There are about 10000 Journal in SCI whose impact factor is calculated but there are more than
20000 Journals showing FAKE IMPAC FACTOR on their site. Please beware of
fake impact factor journals.
How to know, if Impact Factor is Fake:
Visit SCI site http://ip-science.thomsonreuters.com/mjl/
Enter title of the journal in Search. If it is indexed it will appear. Click on coverage, if it says
“Science Citation Index” it means the journal is covered and has some Impact Factor that you
can not see unless you buy their “Journal Citation Report”. If journal does not appear in list

means it is not indexed with them, still the journal site says some impact factor, no doubt it is
fake. Stay away from these journals if you think your research work has some quality.
So Impact Factor of our Journals will appear, at least 3 years later after publishing at least 5-6
issues consistently.
However, getting indexed in SCI is not easy they demand very high quality in publication.
Hence we strive to maintain quality of our articles and summarily reject poor articles.
To know more about FAKE IMPACT FACTOR visits this links
http://www.oajournals.info/impact-factor-2012-list/
http://fakejournalss.wordpress.com/

